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Overview

The purpose of this document is to provide the release notes as a result of the Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision A (PMMN4097A), hardware revision B (PMMN4097B) and hardware revision C (PMMN4097C) firmware.

Definitions

A known issue is a problem that is currently unresolved (open).

A closed or resolved is an issue that has been repaired and no longer should occur in the product after upgrading to the new product version.

The risk and workaround aspects are included in the release note description for overall assessment of the problem.
Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision A PMMN4097A R01.01.00

What’s new in the R01.01.00 Release?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| R01.01.00 | The Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision A PMMN4097A adds support for the following features:  
- Updated Edge of Range functionality when used with the Mission Critical Wireless RSM PMMN4095A with R01.02.00 Wireless RSM firmware.  
- Improved Audio Transfer between Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway PMMN4097A and Wireless RSM PMMN4095A with R01.02.00 Wireless RSM firmware. |
| R01.00.01 | Initial release of the Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision A PMMN4097A supporting the Long Range Wireless Solution, designed to be used with the Mission Critical Wireless Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) PMMN4095A. |

Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision B PMMN4097B R01.11.00

What’s new in the R01.11.00 Release?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| R01.11.00 | The Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision B PMMN4097B adds support for the following features:  
- Updated Edge of Range functionality when used with the Mission Critical Wireless RSM PMMN4095A with R01.02.00 Wireless RSM firmware.  
- Improved Audio Transfer between Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway PMMN4097B and Wireless RSM PMMN4095A with R01.02.00 Wireless RSM firmware. |
| R01.10.01 | Initial release of the Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision B PMMN4097B supporting the Long Range Wireless Solution, designed to be used with the Mission Critical Wireless Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) PMMN4095A. |

Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision C PMMN4097C R01.21.00

What’s new in the R01.21.00 Release?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| R01.21.00 | The Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision C PMMN4097C adds support for the following features:  
- Updated Edge of Range functionality when used with the Mission Critical Wireless RSM PMMN4095A with R01.02.00 Wireless RSM firmware.  
- Improved Audio Transfer between Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway PMMN4097C and Wireless RSM PMMN4095A with R01.02.00 Wireless RSM firmware. |
| R01.20.01 | Initial release of the Mobile Microphone Bluetooth Gateway hardware revision C PMMN4097C supporting the Long Range Wireless Solution, designed to be used with the Mission Critical Wireless Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) PMMN4095A. |
Important notes

PMMN4097A revision A hardware and PMMN4097B revision B hardware are not compatible with APX Mobile and XTL5000 Mobile Radios.

For APX Mobile and XTL5000 Mobile Radio compatibility, use PMMN4097C revision C hardware.

Open issues summary

None to report

Known issues existing in previous product releases:

None to report
Publicly Available Software / Open Source Software Legal Notices

This media, or Motorola Solutions Product, may include Motorola Solutions Software, Commercial Third Party Software, and Publicly Available Software.

The Motorola Solutions Software that may be included on this media, or included in the Motorola Solutions Product, is Copyright (c) by Motorola Solutions, Inc., and its use is subject to the licenses, terms and conditions of the agreement in force between the purchaser of the Motorola Solutions Product and Motorola Solutions, Inc.

The Commercial Third Party Software that may be included on this media, or included in the Motorola Solutions Product, is subject to the licenses, terms and conditions of the agreement in force between the purchaser of the Motorola Solutions Product and Motorola Solutions, Inc., unless a separate Commercial Third Party Software License is included, in which case, your use of the Commercial Third Party Software will then be governed by the separate Commercial Third Party License.

The Publicly Available Software in the list below is limited to the Publicly Available Software included by Motorola Solutions. The Publicly Available Software included by Commercial Third Party Software or Products, that is used in the Motorola Solutions Product, are disclosed in the Commercial Third Party Licenses, or via the respective Commercial Third Party Publicly Available Software Legal Notices.

For instructions on how to obtain a copy of any source code being made publicly available by Motorola Solutions related to software used in this Motorola Solutions Product you may send your request in writing to:

Motorola Solutions, INC.
Government & Public Safety Business
Publicly Available Software Management
1301 E. Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, IL 60196
USA.

In your request, please include the Motorola Solutions Product Name and Version, along with the Publicly Available Software specifics, such as the Publicly Available Software Name and Version.

Note, the source code for the Publicly Available Software may be resident on the Motorola Solutions Product Installation Media, or on supplemental Motorola Solutions Product Media. Please reference and review the entire Motorola Solutions
Publicly Available Software Legal Notices and End User License Agreement for the details on location and methods of obtaining the source code.

Note, dependent on the license terms of the Publicly Available Software, source code may not be provided. Please reference and review the entire Motorola Solutions Publicly Available Software Legal Notices and End User License Agreement for identifying which Publicly Available Software Packages will have source code provided.

To view additional information regarding licenses, acknowledgments and required copyright notices for Publicly Available Software used in this Motorola Solutions Product, please select “Legal Notices” display from the GUI (if applicable), or review the Legal Notices and End User License Agreement File/README, on the Motorola Solutions Install Media, or resident in the Motorola Solutions Product.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M logo are registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office. All other trademarks, logos, and service marks ("Marks") are the property of the respective third party owners. You are not permitted to use the Marks without the prior written consent of Motorola Solutions or such third party which may own the Marks.
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE SOFTWARE LIST

Name: ATMEC AVR®32 AT32UC Development Environment / Files
Version: IAR Assembler for AVR32 Version 3.20A (3.20.1.3)

AVR32 AT32UC-EK software package Version

1.5 Description:
ATMEL Microcontroller Software Development Kit (SDK).

Some of the Files contained within the Commercial SDK are covered by Open Source Software Terms. Motorola modified Files within the SDK to meet the specific needs and requirements of the Motorola Product. COPYRIGHT 2010 MOTOROLA, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
COPYRIGHT 2011 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Software Site: http://www.atmel.com


License: BSD Type License Terms

#! /* -------------------------------------------------------
# * ATMEL Microcontroller Software Support
# * -------------------------------------------------------

/* Copyright (c) 2009 Atmel Corporation. All rights reserved.
 *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
* list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* *
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
* 3. The name of Atmel may not be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without specific prior written permission.
*
* 4. This software may only be redistributed and used in connection with an Atmel
* AVR product.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ATMEL "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE
* EXPRESSLY AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ATMEL BE LIABLE FOR
* ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE */

Credits: N/A

===========================================================================

Name: OPENRTOS (Commercial RTOS) Open Source Legal Notices
Version: N/A
Description:
OPENRTOS is a small, efficient embedded kernel based on the highly successful FreeRTOS. FreeRTOS is developed by FreeRTOS.org and released under a modified GPL license, FreeRTOS is completely free to download and use, even in commercial applications. It is simultaneously released by WITTENSTEIN High Integrity Systems as OPENRTOS, with full commercial support and licensing. The OPENRTOS commercial license has no GPL obligations.
Some of the Files contained within the OPENRTOS are covered by Open Source Software Terms.
Motorola modified Files within OPENRTOS to meet the specific needs and requirements of the Motorola Product. COPYRIGHT 2010 MOTOROLA, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
COPYRIGHT 2011 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Software Site: http://www.highintegritysystems.com
License: BSD Type License Terms
/* Copyright (c) 2007, Atmel Corporation. All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. The name of ATMEL may not be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ATMEL "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY AND
* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ATMEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/* Copyright (c) 2009 Atmel Corporation. All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
*    list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 
* 3. The name of Atmel may not be used to endorse or promote products derived
*    from this software without specific prior written permission.
* 
* 4. This software may only be redistributed and used in connection with an Atmel
*    AVR product.
* 
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ATMEL "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE
* EXPRESSLY AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ATMEL BE LIABLE FOR
* ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE
*/

Credits: Copyright (C) 2003-2008 Richard Barry